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Abstract 
Let S be a family of n translates of a centrally symmetric convex set in the plane such that the intersection 
of any k of its members i empty. The number of geometric orderings induced by the line transversals of 5: is at 
most 8k - 9. This bound can be used to prove that S has a line transversal if and only if every 6@ 2 - 122k + 59 
members of S have a line transversal. The bound can also be used to develop an efficient algorithm computing 
a line transversal of S in O(nk log k) time, if one exists. 
I. Introduction 
A family of sets in the plane admits a line transversal if there is a line intersecting each of 
its members. Over the years, mathematicians tried to find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of such lines. Hadwiger [12] presented the first necessary and sufficient condition: 
an ordered family of pairwise disjoint convex sets has a line transversal if and only if every three 
of its members have a directed line transversal consistent with the given ordering. A directed line 
transversal of an ordered family of pairwise disjoint convex sets is consistent with the given ordering 
if, for every pair of sets Oa and Oh, it intersects Oa before Ob if and only if a precedes b in the 
ordering. Recently, Wenger [21] generalized Hadwiger's theorem and removed the disjointness and 
the convexity assumptions. 
Any line transversal of a family of pairwise disjoint convex sets meets the sets in a definite order 
which can be described by a pair of permutations, one being the reverse of the other. Such a pair of 
permutations i  called a geometric permutation of the family. The geometric permutations of a family 
of pairwise disjoint convex sets received more attention lately. The line transversals of a family of n 
pairwise disjoint convex sets induce at most 2n - 2 geometric permutations [8,18]. For a family of 
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pairwise disjoint translates of a convex set, this number is reduced to three [16,17]. Both bounds 
are tight. The upper bound on the maximum number of geometric permutations induced by the line 
transversals of a family of pairwise disjoint translates has many implications. By using this upper 
bound and Hadwiger's theorem, Katchalski [14] proved that a family of pairwise disjoint translates 
of a convex set has a line transversal if and only if every 128 translates have a line transversal. 
Tverberg [20] reduced this constant to five which is optimal. For the algorithmic point of view, the 
upper bound can be used to develop an efficient algorithm computing a line transversal of a family of 
pairwise disjoint translates of a simple convex set, if one exists [9]. 
Excellent surveys of the early works in geometric transversal theory can be found in [4] and [13]. 
Recent results are summarized in [10]. 
In Section 2, we generalize the notion of geometric permutation of pairwise disjoint convex sets, by 
allowing some of the sets to intersect. We establish a [n/2J 2 lower bound on the maximum number of 
geometric orderings induced by the line transversals of a family of n convex sets. This lower bound 
is almost tight since there is an obvious (~) upper bound. We also give a (8k - 9) upper bound on 
the maximum number of geometric orderings induced by the line transversals of a k-disjoint family 
of n translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set. A family of sets is k-disjoint if the intersection 
of any k of its members i  empty. In Section 3, we present a Helly-type theorem giving a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of line transversals of k-disjoint families of translates. A
k-disjoint family of translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set has a line transversal if and only 
if every 64k 2 - 122k + 59 members of the family have a line transversal. Finally, in Section 4, we 
briefly describe an algorithm computing a line transversal of a k-disjoint family of n translates in 
O(nk log k) time. 
2. Geometric orderings 
Let S = {( .91 ,O2, . . .  ,On} be a family of n convex sets in the plane. The geometric ordering 7r 
of S induced by a directed line transversal/'is a partial order defined as follows: (i, j)  E 7r if and only 
if Oi fq (99 = ~) and/'meets Oi before Oj. Any geometric ordering 7r has the following properties: 
• O iNOj  ¢ ~  ( i , j ) , ( j , i )  ~Tr, 
• Oi N Oj = ~) ~ (i, j) or (j, i) E 7r but not both, 
• ( i , j ) , ( j ,k)  E r and Oi MOk = 0 ::¢, (i,k) C~r. 
A line transversal l induces a pair of reverse geometric orderings; 1defines one ordering when it is 
oriented in one direction and the other one when it is oriented in the opposite direction. To resolve 
this ambiguity, we suppose throughout this paper that the line transversals are oriented from left to 
right and that S contains a pair of objects separated by a vertical ine. 
The directions of the line transversals can be mapped in an obvious way to points on a circle. The 
directions of the line transversals of two intersecting convex sets map to the entire circle. The directions 
of the line transversals of two disjoint convex sets, say Oa and Ob, map to two symmetric disjoint arcs 
ab and ba on the circle forming a symmetric twin, to be denoted by ST(a, b). Each of these arcs can be 
associated with a different ordering of the sets. Hence, a directed line transversal meets Oa before Ob 
if and only if its direction lies in ab. The set ST(S), defined by ST(S) = {ST(a, b) I Oa fq Ob = ~}, 
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represents the collection of all the symmetric twins determined by the line transversals of pairs of 
disjoint sets in 5". 
We first show that two line transversals induce the same geometric ordering if and only if one 
can be continuously transformed into the other while maintaining the property of being a transversal. 
By reformulating the problem in the dual space, we prove that two line transversals induce the same 
geometric ordering if and only if the dual points representing them belong to the same connected 
component of the space of line transversals. Wenger [22] presented the same result for families of 
pairwise disjoint convex sets. Consider the dual transformation D mapping a line to a point and 
mapping a convex set to an unbounded region representing the dual of all the lines intersecting that 
set. The space of line transversals of 5', denoted 7-(5"), is given by f ' ]o~s 79(0i) (see [10]). Since any 
two parallel line transversals can be translated one toward the other while maintaining the property 
of being transversals, the intersection of any vertical ine with 7-(5") is connected. This property of 
7-(5") implies that any pair of connected components of 7-(5") can be separated by a vertical ine. 
Theorem 2.1. Let l~ and 12 be two nonvertical line transversals of a family 5" of convex sets. Then, 
ll and I2 induce the same geometric ordering if and only if D(ll) and D(12) belong to the same 
connected component of 7-(5"). 
Proof. This is obviously tree for any pair of parallel line transversals. So, assume that slope(ll ) is 
smaller than slope(12). Let 71" 1 and 71" 2 be the geometric orderings induced by II and 12, respectively. 
Remember that 11 and 12 are oriented implicitly from left to right. Suppose that 7rl and 71 2 are different. 
There exist indices a, b, x and y such that (a, b), (x, y) E 7rl and (a, b), (y, x) C 7r2. Hence, the 
direction of Ii lies in abfqxy and the direction of 12 lies in abf3~"~. Since ST(x,y) do not cover 
the entire circle, there is a point in ab separating ab N xy and ab N yx. This point corresponds to a 
line I separating Ox and 0 u with slope strictly between slope(/l) and slope(/z). Thus, there is no 
line transversal of 5' parallel to 1 implying that D(ll) and D(12) belong to two different connected 
components of T(S).  
Now, suppose that 7rl and 71 2 represent the same geometric ordering 7r. Let I~ be the intersection 
of the arcs xy of the symmetric twins in ST(5') such that (x, y) E 7r. Since all the arcs xy are less 
than a semicircle, I~ corresponds to a connected arc. This arc Lr gives the directions of all the line 
transversals inducing 7r. Suppose that D(Ii) and D(12) do not belong to the same connected component 
of 7-(5"). There is a vertical ine separating both components. This line gives a slope for which 5" does 
not have a line transversal. Since 5' has a line transversal with a given slope if and only if any pair 
of sets in 5" has a line transversal with the given slope [21], there exists a line with slope between 
slope(l~) and slope(/z) separating two sets in 5", contradicting the connectedness of I~. Hence, D(l~) 
and D(12) must belong to the same connected component of 7-(S). [] 
One of the most important questions in the field of geometric transversal theory is to determine 
bounds on the maximum number of geometric orderings induced by the line transversals of families 
of convex sets. Such bounds can help to prove Helly-type theorems for line transversals of families 
of convex sets and to develop efficient algorithms computing these line transversals. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let p(n) denote the maximum number of  geometric orderings induced by the line 
transversals of  a family of  n convex sets. For every n, 
Proof. Let S be a family of n convex sets and let I s  be the intersection of the symmetric twins in 
ST(S). It is easy to prove that Is  is composed of at most (2) symmetric twins. Let a be an arc of a 
symmetric twin in Is .  By construction, a is a subset of an arc of each symmetric twin in ST(S). Hence, 
any line transversal with direction in a defines the same geometric ordering. Since Is  is composed of 
at most (~) symmetric twins, the maximum number of geometric orderings is at most (~). This proof 
is adapted from [15]. 
The lower bound is obtained by constructing a family of 2m convex sets having at least m 2 geometric 
orderings. Let G 1 1 l = {ll, 12,""", l l }  be a set of m lines such that slope(l~) = 0, slope(l~_ 1) < slope(l~) 
and their lower envelope corresponds to a convex chain e ml em _1 1 .. .  e~ where eil represents the edge 
1 and 1 1 such that z(a~) < z(b~). Define defined by l~. Let a i b i be two points lying in the interior of e i 
b 1 the setB  l as the convex hull of { _~,b~ b~,.., b 1 b 1 ~- b 1 1 , , m, +~ J where _o~ is a point just below I m at -oo  
and bloo is a point just below l~ at +~.  Notice that all the points b~ lie on B 1. Fig. 1 presents an 
example with four lines. 
Let G 2, G3 , . . . ,  G m be m - 1 copies of G 1 rotated and translated such that 
1. slope(l~) >~ 0, for 1 ~< i , j  <, m, and slope(I/m -1) < slope(l~), for 1 < i ~< m, 
2. the lines in G i cut l~ -1 to the right of b] - l ,  for 1 < i ~< m, 
3. the lines in G i-1 cut l~ to the left of a m,i for 1 < i <~ m, 
where l~ denotes the jth line in G i. For each set G i, the points i ~ .. a i {a l ,a2 , "  , m} and the points 
{b/__oo, b] b~, i i ", . . . ,  bin, b+oo} are defined as the corresponding points in G 1 and the set B i is defined 
as B 1. 
Let G i-1 and G i be two copies of G 1 rotated such that (1) is respected. If slope(lira) is sufficiently 
small, this is always possible. Now, it is possible to translate G i to respect (2) and (3). Assume that 
l~ cuts l~ - l  at the right of b]. Since slope(/im - ' )  < slope(/~), l~ crosses l~ - l  and the vertical distance 
iI / / / 
Fig. 1. The construction of G t. Fig. 2. Relation between G ~- i and G ~. 
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between these two lines increases teadily after their intersection. On the other hand, the vertical 
• i is fixed. Thus, G i can be translated along l~ such that G i- 1 and G ~ respect distance between l~and a m 
(2) and (3). 
Now, define the set AJ as the convex hull of {a~ -°°, aJ, a~,. . . ,  ar~, a +°° } where aj -°° is a point just 
1 a J -Oo  . . above lj at --oo and is a point just above l~ at +oc. Since the points 1 2 {aj,aj,  . , a~ n} belong 
1 2 ., l~n}, all the points aj to the upper envelope of the lines {lj, l j , . .  i lie on A j, for 1 ~< i ~< m. 
By construction, A j fq B i is empty, for any 1 ~< i, j ~< m, and we can show that l~ induces the 
following geometric ordering of [.J{AJ, Bi}: 
(B i,At), 1 <~ t < j, 
(At,Bi) ,  j <<. t <~ m, 
(BS, At), 1 ~ s < i, 1 <<. t <~ m, 
(At, BS), i < s <~ m, l <~ t <~ m. 
i supports B i i Let t be such that 1 ~< t < j. The line l.j at the point b). By construction, the half-line 
i from -co  to b~ lies below l~ which is a lower tangent of A t. On the other hand, a~ lies defined by lj
below l~ and a~ +1 lies above l~. Hence, the edge of A t joining a~ to a~ +1 crosses lj at the right of b~.. 
This implies that l~. intersects B i before A t. The other cases are treated similarly. Hence, the lines l~ 
induce m 2 different geometric orderings of U{A j, Bi}. [] 
This construction can be adapted to obtain a lower bound on the minimum number of lines needed 
to separate any pair of disjoint sets in a family of n convex sets. For families of n pairwise disjoint 
convex sets, 3n - 6 lines are enough to separate any pair of sets [7,23]. For families of n convex sets, 
the minimum number of lines required to separate any pair of disjoint sets can be as large as Ln/2J 2. 
Let U j correspond to the intersection of the upper half-planes delimited by l), for 1 ~< i ~< m, and let 
L i correspond to the intersection of the lower half-planes delimited by l), for 1 <~ j ~< m. U j and L i 
can be separated only by l~.. To avoid intersections of the boundaries of the sets, shrink the sets in such 
a way that any pair of sets UJ and L i can be separated only by lines with slopes close to slope(l~). 
We now present an upper bound on the maximum number of geometric orderings induced by the 
line transversals of k-disjoint families of translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set. We only 
consider translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set for simplicity. We first present some technical 
results showing that certain configurations of translates are impossible. These results generalize the 
notions introduced in [15,16] for families of pairwise disjoint translates. 
Let ll and 12 be two intersecting lines dividing the plane into four quadrants. A convex set crosses a 
quadrant Q defined by 11 and 12 if it intersect both half-lines delimiting Q and does not contain Ii ¢q 12. 
Now, let Q and Q' be two adjacent quadrants defined by ll and 12 and separated by li. A convex set O 
crossing Q is dominated by a convex set O' crossing Q~, if 0 n li is contained in the closure of Ii N 12 
and O' f3 l~. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Ii and 12 be two intersecting lines and let Q1 and QII be two adjacent quadrants 
defined by ll and 12. Let C be a centrally symmetric onvex set. If a translate C1 crosses Q! and m 
translates C'~,.. . ,  C* dominated by C1 cross QII, then Ni C* ~ O. 
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Fig. 3. Domination for symmetric convex sets. 
Proof. Let P be the centrally symmetric parallelogram inscribed in C and defined by the lower and 
upper supporting lines parallel to ll and 12. A translate of C crosses a quadrant Q defined by 11 and 12 
if and only if the corresponding translate of P crosses Q. Hence, we can consider only translates of P. 
Let P* be the translate crossing Q1 and tangent o both lines 11 and 12. P* can be seen as an 
extreme dominating translate. Any translate crossing QH and dominated by a translate crossing Qz 
is dominated by P*. Let l be the line extending a side of P* and crossing QII, and let l* be the 
line parallel to l and containing li N 12. Finally, let q be defined by the intersection of I with the line 
containing Ii O 12 and parallel to the side of P intersecting l* (see Fig. 3). Obviously, any translate 
of P crossing QII and dominated by P* must contain q. If not, the translate does not cross QH or is 
not dominated by P*. Hence, r]i ci* ~ ~. [] 
This gives us the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. Let It and 12 be two intersecting lines and let QI and QII be two adjacent quadrants 
defined by It and 12. Let C be a centrally symmetric onvex set. If m translates C I , . . . ,  Cm cross QI 
and m translates C~, . . . , C*  cross QII, then either ~i Ci ~ (~ or ~ C* ~ ~. 
To prove this corollary, we simply notice that the translates crossing one of the quadrants are 
dominated by at least one translate crossing the adjacent quadrant. Let S be a k-disjoint family of 
translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set. Let Ii and 12 be two intersecting line transversals of S. 
By Corollary 2.4, there exist two quadrants which can be crossed by at most (k - 1) translates. These 
two quadrants are called the minor quadrants. Furthermore, at most (k - 1) translates can contain 
Ii N 12. Hence, if S contains more than 5(k - 1) translates, one of the two opposite quadrants adjacent 
to the minor quadrants must be crossed by at least k translates. These two quadrants are called the 
major quadrants. The minor and the major quadrants can be represented by the slopes of the lines 
lying in them. Thus, Maj (/1,12) corresponds to the slopes of the lines passing through It N 12 and lying 
in the major quadrants defined by 11 and 12. The next lemmas give some properties of the minor and 
the major quadrants defined by the line transversals of k-disjoint families of translates of a centrally 
symmetric onvex set. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let S be a k-disjoint family of n > 5(k - 1) translates of a centrally symmetric onvex 
set. If It and 12 are two intersecting line transversals of S, then the number of translates crossing the 
minor quadrants defined by II and 12 or containing ll n 12 is at most 2(k - 1). 
Proof. Since S contains more than 5(k -  1 ) translates, the minor and the major quadrants are uniquely 
defined. Suppose that Qx is a major quadrant. Thus, there is a translate crossing Q1 and dominating 
all the translates in QtI. Similarly, there is a translate crossing QI and dominating all the translates in 
Qw.  As we showed in Lemma 2.3, a translate crossing QH and dominated by a translate crossing Q1 
must contain the point q (see Fig. 3). Similarly, a translate crossing Qw and dominated by a translate 
crossing Q1 must contain the point q'. On the other hand, a translate nclosing 11 N/2 must contain 
either q and q'. Since q and q' can lie in at most (k - 1) translates, the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 2.6. Let S be a k-disjoint family of n > 10(k - 1) translates of a centrally symmetric onvex 
set. Let 10, 11 and 12 be three line transversals of S such that slope(10) < slope(/l) < slope(12). 
I f  Maj(10, li) = [slope(10)... slope(/l)] and Maj(ll, 12) -- [slope(/l)... slope(12)], then Maj(lo, 12) = 
[slope(10)... slope(12)]. 
Proof. Consider Fig. 4 which depicts the case where 12 intersects 10 at the right of ll. The other cases 
are treated similarly. Since S contains more than 5 (k -  1) translates, the minor and the major quadrants 
defined by any pair of line transversals are uniquely defined. Let QI and QHI defined by lo and 11 and 
Q~ and Q~H defined by ll and 12 be the major quadrants. We must prove that Q~ and Q~H defined 
by lo and 12 are the major quadrants. 
Let X C S be the translates containing the points p, q or r, or crossing any one of the minor 
quadrants defined by lo and 11 or 11 and 12. By Lemma 2.5, X contains at most 5(k - 1) translates. By 
a simple convexity argument, any translate in S \ X must cross either Q~, Q~x or Q~II. On the other 
hand, the translates in S \ X crossing Q~z must cross QI and Q'HI" Now, consider any two translates 
in S \ X crossing QI, Q~II and Q~I- Both translates must intersect li strictly between li n li-l and 
li n li+l (the indices are computer modulo 3). Hence, any pair of translates in S \ X crossing QI, Q~tI 
and Q~I must intersect. Griinbaum [11] showed that for any family of pairwise intersecting translates 
of a centrally symmetric onvex set, there exist three points such that any translate ncloses at least 
one of these points. Thus, at most 3(k - 1) translates in S \ X can cross Q~I. Since S \ X contains 
more than 5(k - 1) translates, Q~ or Q~II must be crossed by more than (k - 1) translates. Hence, 
Q~ and Q'/II are the major quadrants. [] 
Let ~- be a geometric ordering of S and let X be a subset of S. Then, 7r \ X denotes the set 
{(i, j)  E 7r I {O~,Oj} ~ X}. Two geometric ordering 7rl and ~2 of S are c-consistent if there exists 
a c-element subset X C S such that 7rl \ X = 7r2 \ X. A set {Trl, 7r2,..., 7rm} of geometric orderings 
of S is c-consistent if there is a c-element subset X C S such that 7ri \ X = 7rj \ X, for any i, j. We 
are now ready to prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 2.7. If S is a k-disjoint family of n > 10(k - 1) translates of a centrally symmetric onvex 
set, then the line transversals of S induce a (4k -  4)-consistent set containing at most 8k -9  geometric 
orderings. 
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Fig. 4. Maj(lo,/2) = Maj(/o, 11) tO Maj(/l, 12). Fig. 5. Transformation f 19k into 11. 
Proof. Suppose that S does not have a vertical ine transversal. Let 9k be the number of connected 
components in T(S)  and let l i , /2 , . . . ,  Igk be line transversals sorted according to their slopes and 
representing all the components of 7"(S). 
Consider 11 and lg k and the four quadrants defined by them. Since S contains more than 5(k - 1) 
translates, the minor and the major quadrants are uniquely defined. First assume that Maj(ll, lak ) = 
[slope(/l).. .  slope(lgk) ]. Let a and /3 be two vertical lines passing through 79(11) and ~(Igk), re- 
spectively, and let T~,#(S) denote the subset of T(S)  lying between a and 8. Obviously, T(S)  and 
T~,~(S) contains the same number of connected components. 
Let X C ~q be the translates crossing the minor quadrants or crossing the major quadrants and 
dominated by some other translates or, finally, containing ll N lg k . By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, X contains 
at most 4k - 4 translates. By rotating ll around Ii N lg k in the counterclockwise direction, 11 can be 
continuously transformed into Ig k while maintaining the property of being a line transversal of S \ X. 
Hence, T~,#(S \ X) is composed of only one connected component. On the other hand, T~,¢(X) is 
composed of at most 8k - 9 connected components [1,10]. 
Let l be a line such that 79(I) is in Ta,¢(X). Obviously, any pair of sets in X or in S \ X have a 
line transversal parallel to I. Now, take a set in X, say (9, and one in S \ X, say 69*. Then, Ig k can 
be continuously transformed into II while remaining a line transversal of 69 and (.9*. Suppose that O 
crosses QII  and (.9* crosses QI (see Fig. 5). The other cases are simpler. Let p be a point in 69 fq 11 
and let q be a point in O* A lg k. Rotate lg k around q in the clockwise direction until it reaches p 
and, then, rotate it around p until it reaches ll. Since slope(1) is between slope(/1) and slope(lg k ), lg k 
becomes parallel to 1 at some point. Hence, any pair of sets in S have a line transversal parallel to l 
implying that S has a line transversal parallel to l [21]. Therefore, the projection of T~,¢(X) on the 
x-axis corresponds exactly to the projection of Ta,¢(S), and gk must be at most 8k - 9. 
Let H be the set of the geometric orderings induced by the line transversals 11,/2,.. •, lg k • Since 
~,¢(S  \ X) is composed of only one connected component, any pair of disjoint sets in S \ X is 
intersected in the same order by all the line transversals. Furthermore, any pair of lines with slopes 
between slope(/l) and slope(lgk) intersecting a translate (9 in X and a translate O* in S \ X can be 
transformed one into the other. Thus, both lines intersect O and (9* in the same order, if O N O* = ~. 
Hence, the (4k - 4)-consistency of H follows. 
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Fig. 6. Six circles with five geometric orderings. 
Finally, suppose that Maj(ll, Igk) corresponds to the slopes smaller than slope(/l) or greater than 
slope(lg k). Let i0 be such that Maj(lio,/io+1) corresponds tothe slopes smaller than slope(/io) or greater 
than slope(/~o+l ). If no such index io exists, Maj(li,/~+l) corresponds to [slope(/~)... slope(li+l)], 
for 1 ~< i < 9k. By applying Lemma 2.6 inductively, we deduce that Maj(ll, lgk) corresponds to 
[slope(/l). . .  slope(lg~)], contradicting the fact that the minor and the major quadrants are uniquely 
defined. Thus, an index i0 as defined above must exist. Since ~D(lio) and 79(l~,)+1) belong to two 
different connected components of 7"(S), it is possible to find a line I with a slope between slope(I/o) 
and slope(lio+l ) separating two translates in S. Rotate the axes such that the y-axis coincides with I. 
After the transformation, 7)(/i0+1 ) belongs to the leftmost connected component of T(S)  and ~D(li~j) 
belongs to the rightmost one. Relabel the lines such that 11 = lio+l and lg k = li0. Thus, Maj(ll, Igk) is 
now given by [slope(/l). . .  slope(/g k)] and we can apply the initial argument. [] 
The line transversals of a k-disjoint family of translates may induce at least k - 1 geometric order- 
ings. Let C' be a unit-circle centered at the origin and let C l , . . . ,  Ck- l be k - 1 unit-circles around 
C in clockwise order. The centers of the circles Ci are equally spaced on the circle defined by the 
equation x 2 + y2 = (2 + e) 2. Let si be the line segment joining the origin to the center of Ci, for 
1 ~< i ~< k - 1. The constant e is chosen such that the line li tangent to the arc of C determined by si 
and s~+l intersects all the circles, for 1 ~< i < k - 1. Obviously, each li induces a different geometric 
ordering. Fig. 6 shows the construction for k = 6. 
3. A Helly-type theorem 
With the upper bound on the number of geometric orderings obtained in the last section and the 
Hadwiger-Wenger theorem [21], it is possible to generalize Katchalski's result [14] and to obtain a 
Helly-type theorem giving a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a line transversal 
of a k-disjoint family of translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set. 
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Theorem 3.1. If S -- {O1, O2,.--, On} is a k-disjoint family of translates of a centrally symmetric 
convex set in the plane, n >>, 64k 2 - 122k + 59, and if every 64k 2 - 122k + 59 of its members have 
a line transversal, then S has a line transversal. 
Proof. The aim of the proof is to define a partial order 7rs on S such that every three members of S 
have a line transversal consistent with it. By the Hadwiger-Wenger theorem [21], we can conclude 
that S has a line transversal. This is adapted from [14]. 
Let X C S be such that IXI = 10k - 9. Without loss of generality, suppose that X contains two 
translates separated by a vertical ine. Since all the line transversals are implicitely directed from left 
to right, there is no ambiguity in the choice of the geometric orderings induced by the line transversals. 
Partition the 2-element subsets of {1,2, . . . ,  n} into three sets as follows: 
• { i , j}EW,  i fO iMOj~,  
• {i, j} E R, if Oi N Oj = ~ and, for any subset T C S of cardinality at most 4k - 2 containing 
{Oi, Oj}, both ( i , j )  and (j, i) belong to geometric orderings of X U T, 
• {i, j} E B, if Oi n Oj = ~ and there is a (4k - 2)-element subset T/,j C S containing {Oi, Oj} 
such that only (i,j) or (j, i) belongs to all the geometric orderings of X U T~,j. 
Let 
u= U {v,,oj}. 
{i,j}ER 
Suppose that U contains more than 4k -  4 translates. Let R* = {{il , j l } , . . . ,  ( im,jm}} C R be such 
that 
u*= U {o,,oj} 
{i,j}ER* 
contains 4k -3  or 4k -2  objects. Let/7 be the set of the geometric orderings of XUU*. By Theorem 2.7, 
there is a subset Y C X U U* containing at most 4k - 4 translates such that rr \ Y = # \ Y, for any 
7r, 7? in/7. Let O~ and Oy be such that {x, y} E R* and Oz q~ Y. Since (x, y} E R*, some geometric 
orderings in /7  contain (z, y) and some others contain (y, x). On the other hand, since Oz ~ Y, (z, y) 
or (y, x) belongs to all the geometric orderings in/7. Hence, U cannot contain more (4k-4)  translates. 
The next step is to find a geometric ordering 7r* of X U U such that, for any (8k - 8)-element 
subset Y, there is a geometric ordering of X U U U Y containing zr*. Suppose that no such geometric 
ordering exists. Let /7 = {Trl,Tr2,... ,/rm} be the set of the geometric orderings of X U U. Then, 
there is an (8k - 8)-element subset Yi C S such that 7ri is not contained in any geometric ordering 
of X U U U Yi, for 1 ~< i ~< m. The set X U U U YI tO.-- U Ym containing at most 64k 2 - 122k + 59 
translates must have a line transversal. This line transversal induces a geometric ordering of X U U 
which cannot be in /7, contradicting the fact that/7 contains all the geometric orderings of X U U. 
Hence, 7r* must exist. Now, define the relation rr8 on S as follows: 
• if {i, j} E W, ( i , j ) ,( j , i )  ¢ 7rs, 
• i f  { i , j}  E R, ( i , j )  E ~rs if ( i , j)  E 7r*, 
• if {i, j} E B, (i,j) E 7rs if (i,j) is in all the geometric orderings of X UT/j. 
The last step is to show that 7rs is a partial order and that every three translates in S have a directed 
line transversal consistent with it. 
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Consider any three translates Ox, Oy and Oz in S. If the number of pairwise disjoint pairs of 
translates among them is less than two, it is simple to see that they have a directed line transversal 
consistent with 7rs. 
Suppose that only Oz and 0 v intersect. If (x, z) and (y, z) are in 7rs (or, equivalently, (z, x) and 
(z, y)), a line transversal passing through a point in O~ N 0 v and intersecting Oz can be directed to 
be consistent with 7rs. If (x, z) and (z, y) are in 7rs (or, equivalently, (z, x) and (V, z)), the analysis 
depends on whether {x,z} and {V,Z} are in R or in B. If {x,z)  and {V,Z} are both in R, the line 
transversal of X U U inducing 7r* intersects the three translates consistently with 7rs. If {x, z} and 
{y, z} are both in B, there is a line transversal/of X U U U (Tz,z U Tv,z ) inducing a geometric ordering 
containing 7r*. The existence of 1 follows from the fact that X U U U (Tz,z U Tv,z ) contains less than 
64k 2 - 120k + 57. This line induces a geometric ordering of X U Tz,z and a geometric ordering of 
X U Tu,,. Since {x, z} and {y, z} are both in B, I intersects the three translates consistently with 7rs. 
The case where one of the 2-element sets is in R and the other one is in B is treated similarly. 
Now, suppose that O~, 0 v and Oz are pairwise disjoint. Without loss of generality, (x, y) and (y, z) 
are in 7rs. The first thing to prove is that (x, z) is in 7rs. Assume that (z, x) is in 7rs. Here again, the 
analysis depends on whether {x, V} and {y, z} are in R or in B. Suppose that {x, y} and {V, z} are 
both in R. A contradiction can be reached for {x, z} either in R or in B. If {x, z} is in R, the line 
transversal of X U U inducing 7r* intersects Oz before Or, 0 v before Oz but Ox after Oz, contra- 
dicting the pairwise disjointness or the convexity assumption. If {x, z} is in B, the line transversal of 
X U U U Tx,z inducing a geometric ordering containing 7r* intersects O~ before Or, 0 v before Oz 
but Ox after Oz, contradicting the pairwise disjointness or the convexity assumption. Thus, {x, y} and 
{y, z} cannot be both in R. Suppose that {x, y} and {V, z} are both in B. If {x, z} is in R, the line 
transversal of X U U U T~,v U Tv,z inducing a geometric ordering containing 7r* intersects O~ before 
Or, 0 v before Oz but O~ after O~, contradicting the pairwise disjointness or the convexity assump- 
tion. If {x, z} is in B, the line transversal of XUTz,vUTv,zUTz,z intersects Oz before Or, 0 v before 
O~ but O~ after O,, contradicting the pairwise disjointness or the convexity assumption. The case 
where {x, y} is in R and {y, z} is in B (or vice versa) is treated similarly. Therefore, (x, z) is in 7rs. 
Finally, there is a directed line transversal intersecting Oz, 0 v and Oz in that order. Assume that 
{x, y} and {y, z} are both in R. The line transversal of XUU inducing 7r* intersects the three translates 
in the appropriate order. If {x, y} and {y, z} are both in B, the line transversal of X U U U (Tx,u U Tv,z )
inducing a geometric ordering containing 7r* intersects also the three translates in the appropriate order. 
The case where {x, V} is in R and {y, z} is in B (or vice versa) is treated similarly. Hence, Ox, 0 v 
and Oz have a line transversal consistent with 7rs. [] 
The principal application of this theorem is to show the existence of a "short" certificate proving 
that a family of translates does not have any line transversal. For a k-disjoint family of translates of 
a centrally symmetric onvex set, it is sufficient o exhibit at most 64k 2 - 122k + 59 translates which 
do not have any line transversal. Unfortunately, the theorem does not give an efficient way to find 
these translates, it just guarantees their existence. 
4. A line transversal algorithm 
During the last decade, many algorithms computing the line transversals of families of convex sets 
have been presented. In [6], Edelsbmnner tal. presented an O(n log n) time algorithm determining if a 
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family of n line segments has a line transversal. Bajaj and Li [3] described an O(n log n) time algorithm 
solving the same problem for a family of n unit-circles. The optimality of these two algorithms has 
been later shown by Avis et al. [2]. On the other hand, Egyed and Wenger [9] presented an O(n) time 
algorithm determining if a family of n pairwise disjoint translates of a simple convex set has a line 
transversal. A set is simple if it has an O (1) storage description and common tangents and intersections 
can be computed in O(1) time. The algorithm is based on the prune-and-search technique pioneered by 
Megiddo [19] and Dyer [5]. It is also based on the fact that the line transversals of a family of pairwise 
disjoint translates of a convex set induce at most three geometric permutations. Thus, the algorithm 
solves the line transversal problem by solving three subproblems of size n/4  + 4. The number of 
subproblems corresponds to the number of geometric permutations induced by the line transversals. 
A closer look at this algorithm permits us to parameterize the size of each subproblem. We briefly 
describe the algorithm below. We refer to [9] for a complete description and analysis of the algorithm. 
Algorithm Line-Trans (D, P, so, sl ). 
Input: The description of the set D, the n reference points of the translates P and the slopes so and 
sl such that so ~< sl. 
Output: A line transversal of the translates with slope between so and sl, if one exists. 
1. If P contains few translates, use the algorithm presented in [1]. 
2. Let X = (x(p) I P ~ P)- Then, compute the value xi which denotes the ( in/(2g))th smallest 
value in X, for 0 ~< / ~< 29. 
3. Let to = so and t4a+l = sl. 
4. Compute the slopes t2i-1 and t2i of the top and the bottom edges of the convex hull of P 
intersecting the vertical ine x = xi, for 1 ~< i ~< 29. 
5. Sort the slopes ti's and relabel them such that ti <~ ti+l. 
6. Let qi and ri be the leftmost and the rightmost reference point lying on the lowest line with slope 
ti containing a point of P. Similarly, let q~ and r~ be the leftmost and the rightmost reference 
point lying on the highest line with slope ti containing a point of P. 
7. Let Q be the set {qi, q~10~<i~<49+1) .  
8. For i=0to  49+1 do 
if Q has a line transversal with slope between ti and ti+l then 
(a) if Q has a line transversal 1 with slope equal to ti or t~+l then Return(1). 
(b) Otherwise, let Pi be the set of reference points lying between the lines x = ri and x = qi+l 
or between the lines x = r~+ 1 and x = q~. 
(c) if Line-Trans (D, Pi, ti, ti+l) returns a line transversal I then Return(1). 
9. Return(No line transversal). 
End of the algorithm 
The key observation in the analysis of the algorithm is that Step 8(c) is executed at most three 
times, each time with at most 2n / (2g)+4 points. This follows from the fact that Step 8(c) is executed 
only if Q does not have a line transversal with slope equal to ti or ti+l but has one with slope strictly 
between ti and ti+l. This means that at least one connected component of T(Q) lies between the 
two vertical ines corresponding to the duals of the lines with slopes ti and t~+l, respectively. Hence, 
the problem can be reduced to three subproblems of size n/g  + 4, for any g > 3. The running time 
analysis of the algorithm is straightforward except for the Step 8. Since the description of T(Q) can 
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be computed in O(91og9) time [1], all the tests on the line transversals of Q can be answered very 
efficiently. Therefore, the running time of the parameterized algorithm is given by the recurrence 
T(n) E O(91og9), if n is small, 
T(n) <~ 3T(n/9 + 4) + 0(9 n) + O(9 log9). 
This parameterized algorithm can be used to find a line transversal of a k-disjoint family of translates 
of a simple centrally symmetric onvex set. In this case, the number of subproblems i 8k - 9. By 
setting the parameter 9 to be equal to 2(8k - 9), the running time of the algorithm is now given by the 
recurrence T(n) <~ (8k - 9)T(n/(16k - 18) + 4) + O(kn) + O(k log k). By solving this recurrence, 
we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. If S is a k-disjoint family of n translates of a simple centrally symmetric convex set, 
then it is possible to compute in O(nk log k) time a line transversal of S, if one exists. 
5. Conclusion 
The results presented in this paper generalize the results of [9,14,16,17]. For simplicity, we only 
consider translates of a centrally symmetric onvex set. Nevertheless, we can obtain similar results 
for families of translates of convex sets. We simply have to generalize Lemma 2.3 for such families. 
The other results follow almost immediately. Thus, the lemma should be stated as follows. 
Lemma 2.3 (revisited). Let ll and 12 be two intersecting lines and let Q1 and QII be two adjacent 
quadrants defined by Ii and 12. Let C be a convex set. If a translate Cl crosses QI and (3m - 2) 
translates dominated by C1 cross QII, then at least m of the translates crossing QII must have a 
non-empty intersection. 
The main open problem of the paper is to improve the bound presented in Theorem 2.7. This 
theorem gives a qualitative result and just proves that an upper bound on the number of geometric 
orderings exists without trying to obtain the best one possible. One possible way to derive a better 
bound is to try to find a better upper bound on the number of geometric orderings induced by the 
line transversals of a k-disjoint family containing at most 4(k - 1) translates. Any bound, better than 
(8k - 9), can be used to improve Theorems 2.7 and 3.1. 
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